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Nymphing Master Class 
with Tom Jarman. 
Are you ready to part with more $$$? Read on! 
There is no doubt European nymphing techniques are a         
fantastic way to fish our streams and on Saturday, 3          
March 2018, 12 fortunate participants met at the        
Rubicon River, Tumbling Waters, Thornton to learn from        
Tom Jarman, one of Australia’s top competition anglers.  
This small intimate group were taught the latest        
techniques and approaches to this exciting method of        
fishing that have been widely used amongst competition        
fly fishers for around twenty years to dominate the local          
and international competition scene.  
There is no doubt that fishing this way will make you a            
much more confident and experienced angler and here        
are the main things participants were taught to keep         
mind when Czech nymphing are as follows. 

 
The Rod 

 
Using the right gear will help you get more fish. 

Using an appropriate size rod is one of the most          
important things in Czech nymphing. As a rule of thumb,          
it is appropriate to use a 10’ rod and fish smaller creeks.            
An 11’ or larger rod is also applicable in larger water           
situations. 
Keep the tip of your rod over your line. This keeps the            
“tight line” aspect of your fishing in check, which gives          
you the ability to feel strikes instantaneously. A huge key          
is leaning your rod in a forward position, almost as if you            
were going to drag your flies, but allowing your flies to           
drift naturally. So if you were looking at a clock if your            
flies were at 12:00, your rod tip should be at 2:30. Takes            
in this position are fast and obvious, and this position          
allows you to feel a hook-up much more effectively. 

The Line 
Invest in a nymphing line to cut through the water and           
sink your fly down to the bottom of the stream.  

Also, throw out the old nymphing rigs and follow the          
following formula adopted by the world’s best! 

We’re sending this missive to Bletchley Park. 
The Flies 

Tungsten is super dense; way     
denser than brass or lead. Because      
it's so heavy for its size, this is a         
great way to eliminate split shot.      
When fishing with tungsten,    
vibration transfers right through    
your line and rod right into your       
fingertips. 

The Water 
Lots of guys will deem certain water       
as too shallow or unfishable. Not      
with Czech nymphing!  
When you find a good run and start        
drifting it, don’t just drift 5 times and move on. Analyze           
the water. Look for micro currents and unique parts of          
the run, then fish it by making a series of drifts back and             
forth down the run starting closest to you, moving center          
and to the backside of the run and back. 

The Catch 
A huge mistake lots of anglers make when fighting fish is           
keeping their rod tip up high. When fighting fish keep          
your rod tip off to the side – the pro’s keep their rod tip              
parallel to the water as much as possible (see Tom          
demonstrating this in diagram above) 
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Nymphing: a very   
very short history 
 

I n the 1980s what is now      

broadly described as Euro Nymphing popped up on the         
competitive fly fishing scene in a big way. But what’s it all            
about this nymphing lark and who really started it? And does           
it matter? 
David Honeybone tries to get to grips with the different          
countries and associated styles whilst keeping a grip on his          
sanity. 
So the Poles taught the Czechs and the Czechs         
taught the rest of the world? 
Something like that. 1984, the Dunajec river in Poland, a          
flyfishing tournament between teams of Poland (A,B,)       
GDR and the team of Czechoslovakia. The Poles fished         
a short line technique, which was surprisingly easy. It         
obviously made an impression as in 1985 at the World          
Championships on the San river, Czech competitors       
adopted similar methods and finished second behind the        
home team Poland. Then in 1986 some bloke called         
Slavoj Svoboda cleaned up in a few comps in         
Czechoslovakia and Belgium using this new technique.       
It developed via other domestic competitors and went        
from there. Further trips abroad led to steady        
innovations in flies and techniques. 
 
So they just copied the Poles? 
How dare you! The main differences between the two         
styles are the way the leader is rigged and the number           
of flies fished. The Polish method uses two flies with the           
heaviest fly in the “point” or bottom position and the          
lighter fly in the top position. On the Polish leader the top            
fly will be attached between two Blood or Uni knots and           
will freely slide up and down the leader between these          
two knots. 
 
That’s the only difference? 
Don’t start. Basically the principle of Czech nymphing is         
short-distance fishing, practically under the tip of the rod.         
The fly line is hanging under the tip of the rod and its             
end often does not even touch the water. Two or three           
nymph flies of various weights are used. 
 
Thanks. So Czech nymphing is everywhere now? 
Kind of under the ubiquitous term Euro nymphing but         
Spain and France have their own styles. 
  
Typical 
(Shrugs sympathetically). French nymphing uses super      
long leaders that are hand tied and boiled to make them           
very supple. Their leaders will average 12 to 20 feet long           
depending on the conditions. 

French nymphing rods are usually 10 to 14 feet in length           
to cope with the long leaders. 
 
When using the French nymphing method, the flies are         
almost always small offerings like the micronyphs or        
smaller Czech style nymphs that are light to medium in          
weight. The French developed an extremely effective       
coiled indicator/sighter sometimes referred to as a “Curly        
Q”. 
 
Shoot me now. And the Spanish? 
Spanish nymphing has been adopted by the US team         
since 2002. Simply put they use a much longer leader,          
anywhere between 15-30 feet. 
 
W hat?! 
Yes, impressive isn’t it. 
 
But why is it so popular? 
Because it allows you to cover more water at varying          
depths without too much effort and catches more fish.  
 
Sounds like glorified Tenkara fishing to me. 
The door’s over there. 
 
Thanks for your time. 

 
Goulburn River Trip. 
This story slipped through our net in March 
Well the forecast for the scheduled trip to the Goulburn          
was less than inspiring, 30°C, strong winds with a         
change bringing storms. Perhaps that is why three        
members came along, Peter Coles, Ross Caton and me.         
We met at Thornton at 10 and decided to head to the            
Breakaway. 
There were a few other fishers parked beside the bridge,          
but we pressed on downstream. It was very calm under          
the willows, where we quickly spotted moving fish. They         
were moving regularly in defined beats which we thought         
augured well. But it was difficult to see what they were           
feeding on. It looked like something small that was         
being blown out the trees. Our first attempts to were          
unsuccessful, until Peter managed to land a lovely 2lb         
brown. 

. 
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We kept going downstream but no more fish were         
hooked. On the way back, after a brief shower, we          
stopped where we had seen the first fish of the day. It            
was still there, doing the same beat. Peter and I spotted           
for Ross, who changed fly a number of times, eventually          
getting down to a size 22 ant after half an hour. The fish             
spotted the ant and took it, but didn’t stay hooked for           
long.  Time for lunch. 
After lunch, my brother joined us, and we headed for the           
Taggerty. This was a new experience for me and         
although only Ross caught a couple of fish, I am very           
keen to get back there. 

 
Thanks Peter and Ross for a very enjoyable, although         
fish-free, day. 
- Nigel Parker 

 

Yet even more on Nymphs. 
In Greek mythology, Hylas was the son of King         
Theiodamas of the Dryopians. After Heracles killed       
Theiodamas in battle, he took on Hylas as arms bearer          
and taught him to be a warrior. Heracles took Hylas with           
him on the Argo, making him one of the Argonauts.          
Hylas was sent to fetch water for the camp. Finding a           
pool in a clearing, he reached down and put his pitcher           
into the water. Before he could lift his pitcher he looked           
up to discover  water nymphs encircling him . Drawn by         
his beauty, one of the nymphs reached up to kiss Hylas           
and was  kidnapped by the nymphs! He subsequently        
vanished without a trace.  -via wikipedia & artble.com 

 
A slightly different take on the classic nymph pattern. 

John William Waterhouse, (1896). 
 

The Library Report 
  
 
The latest addition to the library is       
Dynamic Nymphing by George    
Daniel (Stackpole Books). The    
publisher’s website details the    
book’s content as follows: 
 

● Advanced tight line nymphing tactics, including      
Czech, Polish, French, Spanish, and American      
techniques 

● Rigging and fishing dry and droppers, curly Qs,        
and conventional indicators 

● Fishing the extremes: shallow water, cold      
weather, high water, wind 

● Casting and technique sequences that include      
tuck cast, bow and arrow cast, as well as         
elevating and leading when tight line nymphing 

● 62 nymph patterns 
 
Thanks to Dan Mamrot for the recommendation. 
 

 
 
I have also donated the Summer 2017/2018 issue of         
FlyFisher magazine. Enjoy. 
DH 
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From the Web... 
There are many sources of     
information on the web. Youtube     
deserves a mention all of it’s own.       
This article is on blogs worth a look        
at. 

Running a good blog takes a serious commitment of         
time and energy. Some authors are amateurs, other’s a         
barely disguised front for companies flogging merch.       
With that in mind here is one that is worth a look. 

● Tenkara Path ( http://www.tenkarapath.com/ ) 

I know Tenkara is somewhat heretical, in that it removes          
the reel from the kit bag, but it seems quite similar to all             
this nymphing caper going on around here at the minute.          
This site covers more than fishing, and is reminiscent of          
E.F. Schumacher’s “ Small is Beautiful ’ ethos really. Quite        
contemplative. 

More to follow. 

 

Fly Tying Night 
‘Scorecheck: 
Woven Polish Nymph Pattern 1:  
People 0”. 
So Dan through a spanner into the works,        
with a supposedly cheeky nymph pattern.      
His arm movements appeared simple     
enough, even the slight of hand raised no        
initial concern, until it became our turn to        

repeat the magic. All thumbs, it was like trying to tie a            
knot without letting go of the ends. Floss and size 12           
hooks proved elusive so without any shame or loss of          
dignity it was quickly paddle pop sticks and builder’s         
string; still to no avail. Older, wiser heads suddenly         
found other tasks to do, sorting out materials or looking          
at books for loan. This was a night were few prevailed. 
 

 

 
Upcoming Activity Meeting 

Wednesday 4 th  April  
@ the Grandview Hotel, Corner Heidelberg Rd and 
Station St Fairfield   @7.15 pm.  
 
Information about upcoming trips: 

● Mitta 
● Weekend trips during the year. 
● Tasmania! 
● We are also going to ask members what activities 

they would like the committee to organise for the 
rest of the year..and 

$5 Pizza night.  

Netted Pics 
(#bragging rights! via @Team App.) 

March 12th Peter C. On the Delatite 

March 23rd. Dan and his brother at the Cascades. 

 
With the latest go-go-gadget vest! 

 

http://www.tenkarapath.com/
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Peter C. Not a trout! @Newlands, using a brown damsel.

 
Beau-ti-ful, but not full of fish. 

 

 
March 30th Sam@ Lake Wartook Grampians  

How blue that sky! 
 

 

Classifieds: 

● Members can sell stuff here! 

If you have one rod too many, ( is that actually          
possible? ), tied a lot of good flies, or have something          
totally unrelated that might sell then... 
Email the details to  redtagflyfishers@gmail.com  with  
“ Item for Sale ” in the subject line, and we will place it            
here. 

 

 
Dear Red Tag… 
So, don't ask me no questions, 
And I won't tell you no lies. 

- Lynyrd Skynyrd 
 
Q: I have been exclusively Euro      
style nymphing with sighter line for      
a little over a month. I place my        

index finger on the rod blank to detect strikes, but most           
of the time I will just notice the sighter line do something            
weird. Sometimes I will lift my rod tip, thinking I’m stuck           
on bottom, and I will have a fish on. Ultimately I have            
lost several fish because of this. Is my rod not sensitive           
enough to detect subtle strikes, or does anyone have         
any more tips for strike detection? 
 
A: Sometimes the strikes can be so faint that you won’t           
be able to tell by the feel of the rod. If you’ve ever             
watched a video of how trout feed underwater, they will          
have a chomp on almost anything and will reject it          
immediately. So chances are if you’re waiting to feel it          
through your rod you’re missing a lot of opportunities. 
The lie of the sighted line can be a huge factor. When I             
euro I like to keep a slight “belly” in my slighter. That way             
I can see the slightest movement of my line. 
When I was taught, I was told if you think it’s something;            
set the hook. Doesn’t have to be huge with euro, little           
wrist flick and if there’s nothing get that nymph back in           
the strike zone and finish your drift. 
Learn where bottom is on the first drift, from there you           
can target the feeding zone and you’ll know if you’re not           
hitting bottom if you see or feel something. 
So try playing with your indicator, like I said I try to have             
mine bellied (very slightly), as soon as it straightens it’s          
a hook set, reading the line instead of the rod can really            
put you into more fish! 
 
(this q and a from https://www.reddit.com/r/flyfishing/) 

 

mailto:redtagflyfishers@gmail.com
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Lefty Kreh passes away. 

 
(Image from the Temple Fork Outfitters Website) 

Lefty Kreh passed away in March at the age of 93, at his             
home in Cockeysville, Maryland, USA. 
Perhaps the best-known fly fisher, casting instructor and        
fly-fishing author in the world, Kreh learned to fish and          
hunt as a teenager. He served in an Army artillery unit in            
Europe in WWII and fought in the Battle of the Bulge.           
After the war, in 1947 he met Joe Brooks, who          
introduced him to fly fishing. Together they pioneered        
techniques and patterns now known to all saltwater fly         
fishers, including the famous Lefty’s Deceiver saltwater       
fly. In 1951 he started to write about fly fishing with a            
column in The Frederick News-Post. His articles and        
advice were so popular that within a few years he was           
writing for 11 different newspapers. 
Kreh did much to promote the catch-and-release ethic.        
He travelled the world extensively, learning something       
from the top guides and fishermen in each location. His          
wit and enthusiasm meant he became a popular guest         
and speaker at fishing events and trade shows and even          
recently was still working on books and videos and         
consulting with tackle, boat and clothing manufacturers. 
 
Text from the N.S.W Council of Freshwater Anglers reused with 
permission. 
 
 

 
 

In happier news. 
Congratulations  to Red Tag 
Member  Alice Keath  who 
welcomed Grace Ava into the 
world on February 20th. 

 
 
  

Red Tag Calendar 
  Host EVENT TIME LOCATION 

April      

Wednesday 4 RED TAG Activity Meeting [3] 7.30 Yarra Bend Clubroom 
Saturday 7 RED TAG Club Casting Day -- ICF Skish 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 

Saturday 14 RED TAG 
Club Cast - Australian Skish 
inc. Alex Cox Trophy 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 

Saturday 

14 
to 
22 REDTAG 

One Week Mitta Mitta River     
(FISHING) 
Trip @ Mitta Mitta TBA 

Magorra Caravan Park 
Mitta Mitta 

Wednesday 18 RED TAG Committee Meeting [4] 7.30 Yarra Bend Clubroom 

Wednesday 25 REMINDER ANZAC DAY   

Wednesday 25 RED TAG 
Upper Coliban/Malmsbury  
Reservoir Trip (FISHING) TBA Malmsbury Area 

Saturday 28 RED TAG 
Club Championship (1 ) ICF     
Skish 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 

Sunday 29 RED TAG Murrindindi Trip (FISHING) TBA Murrindindi 
May      

Wednesday 2 RED TAG Activity Meeting (4) 7.30 Yarra Bend Clubroom 

Saturday 5 RED TAG 
Newland/Talbot Reservoir  
(FISHING) TBA Creswick Area 

Sunday 6 TBA 
Brunn Shield Round(1) Australian    
Skish 9.30 Yarra Bend Pool 

Sunday 13 ACF Public Casting Tuition TBA Southern Pool-Highett 

Sunday 13 REMINDER Mothers Day   
Wednesday 16 RED TAG Committee Meeting (5) 7.30 Yarra Bend Clubroom 
Sunday 20 ACF Public Casting Tuition TBA Southern Pool-Highett 

Sat -Sun 
19-
20 

Red Tag &   
Nthn 

Red Tag v Northern @ Eildon      
(FISHING) TBA Eildon District 

Sunday 27 ACF 
Cock of the Walk Knockout     
Competition 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 

June      

Saturday 2 RED TAG Rubicon Trip (FISHING) TBA Thornton area 

Saturday 2 RED TAG 
Club Championship (2 )    
Australian Skish 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 

Sunday 3 RED TAG 

Brunn Shield Round (2) ICF     
Skish - 
inc Alex Wallace Teams Trophy 9.30 Yarra Bend Pool 

Wednesday 6 RED TAG Activity Meeting [5] 7.30 Yarra Bend Clubroom 

Sat - Mon 9 REMINDER Queens Birthday Weekend   

Sat -Sun -   
Mon 

9 
11 RED TAG 

Eildon Trip at Blue Gums     
Caravan Park (FISHING) TBA Eildon Area 

Saturday 9 
LOCATION 
TBA 

Victorian Fly Casting   
Championships (Distance) 9.30 ? 

Sunday 10 
LOCATION 
TBA 

Victorian Fly Casting   
Championships (Accuracy) 9.30 ? 

Sunday 17 SUNSHINE Sunshine Open Championship 9.30 Yarra Bend Pool 
Wednesday 20 RED TAG Committee Meeting [6] 7.30 Yarra Bend Clubroom 
Saturday 23 RED TAG Club Championship (3) ICF Skish 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 
Sunday 24 RED TAG Lakes Club Trip (FISHING) TBA Creswick Area 

Saturday 30 RED TAG 
Club Casting Day --    
Australian Skish 1.15 Yarra Bend Pool 

 
July 2018 and beyond will be published in the June Newsletter. 
(thinking this may work better as a shareable google calendar, 

thoughts on this welcome).  
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Sponsors 
AFN Fishing & Outdoors 
20/52 Corporate Boulevard 
Bayswater t:9729 8788 

Aussie Angler - Fishing Tackle & Gear 
Contact Rick Dobson  t: 9432 1501 
30 Sherbourne Road Greensborough 3088 
aussie.angler@bigpond.com.au 

Flyfinz 
Contact: Jim Baumgurtel 
flyfinz@gmail.com 

FlyLife: Saltwater & Freshwater Fly Fishing 
Contact: Rob Sloane 
www.flylife.com.au 

Indigenous Plants from the Melbourne 
Area  
Mon-Fri. 9am-4pm; Sat-Sun. 12-4pm 
Yarra Bend Rd, Fairfield t: 94821710 
info@vinc.net.au 

Rio Fly Lines 

Adrenalin Flies 
Supplier of Quality Fly Fishing Tackle and Equipment 
www.adrenalineflies.com.au 

Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park 
For Reservations,  Contact: Matthew or Simon . 
T: (03) 5774 7263 
3380 Maroondah Highway, Taggerty 3174 
book@big4taggerty.com.au 

Gin-Clear Media 
Fly fishing DVD’s and Films 
www.gin-clear.com 

Hurley’s Fly Fishing 
Contact: Gavin Hurley t: 95321583 
489 South Rd. Bentleigh Vic. 3209 

 
Like Tasmanian fishing news on facebook? 

www.tasfish.com 

 

Subscribe to the ESSENTIAL FLYFISHER Newsletter 
@  www.essentialflyfisher.com.au 

for outstanding offers  
that are never online, in store or on facebook. 

Red Tag Contacts: 
President :   Tony Ryan 

Vice President : Vin McCaughey 

Secretary:  Bill Jackson 
t: 0414 254 229 e:billjackson@bigpond.com 

Treasurer:  T.B.A. 

 

 
Newsletter Contributions: 
Know a good guaranteed pattern? 
Or a place where they are jumping onto the hook?  

Then drop us a line!  
No story, (or fish) too big or too small. 
Every picture or anecdote gratefully accepted and       
acknowledged. 
 
Email:  redtagflyfishers@gmail.com  or post into 
team-app with a brief description. 
 
Even better, have a chat with the editors, unlike the fish;           
we don’t bite. 
 

  

David Honeybone 
(Cyprinus carpio) 

Andrew Rodda 
(Lophius piscatorius) 

 
 

 

http://www.essentialflyfisher.com.au/
mailto:redtagflyfishers@gmail.com

